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Let ZG denote the integral group ring of a group G and A(G) its augmentation ideal. If H 
and K are s,bgroups of G, it is proved that G n (1+ ZGA(H)A(K)) = y,(HK n K). (y,(M) 
denotes the ith term of the lower central series of the group M.) Also it is proved that if 
G = HK, where H, K are normal subgroups of G with H f? K contained in the centre of G, 
then G n (1 + A3(G) + A(H = yZ(H)yZ(G). 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a group, ZG the integral group ring of G and A(G) its augmentation 
ideal. Bergman and Dicks [l] proved that if H and K are subgroups of G with H 
normal in G, then 
G f’ (1 + ZGA(H)A(K)) = y,(H r-7 K) 
(-y,(M) denotes the ith term of the lower central series of the group M. We also 
write M’ for y,(M).) In this note we determine the subgroup G fl(1 + ZG 
A(H of G when H, K are any subgroups of G. 
For any subgroup H of a group G, y,(H)y,(G) C G n (I + A3(G) + 
A(H) Sandling [5] proved that the two subgroups of G are equal if H is a 
central subgroup of G while Passi [3, Theorem V.5.41 proved the equality of the 
two subgroups if H is normal abelian and G/H is cyclic. Passi and Sharma [4] 
proved that G n (1 + A3(G) + A(H = y,(G) when H/y3(G) is the centre of 
G/X(G). In this note we prove that if G is a group with normal subgroups H and 
K such that G = HK and H f! K is contained in the centre of G, then G tl 
(1 + A3(G) + A(H = y,(H)-y3(G). The factor y*(H) appearing in our re- 
sult does not appear explicitly in the known results mentioned as in those cases 
either y*(H) = 1 or y,(H) c y,(G). 
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2. The first theorem 
Proposition 2.1. If H, K are subgroups of a group G such thut G = HK, then 
G n (1 + A(H = (HI-I K)‘. 
Proof. It is clear that y,(H II K) c G n (1 + A(H) Also G II (1 + 
A(H C: H fl K = A (say). 
Let V be a left transversal of A in H and U a right transversal of A in K. Then 
every element of H can be uniquely written as ua, u E V, a E A and every element 
of K can be uniquely written as bu, b E A, u E U. 
If the result is not true, let x E G fl(1 + A(H such that x$&A’. We can 
then find a homomorphism fy : A-+ T (where T is the additive group of rationals 
mod 3 regarded as a trivial G-module), such that Q(X) f 0 and LY [RS = 0. Extend IY 
tomapscu:H-+T,a:K-+Tby 
and 
a(ua) = a(a), u f V, a E A 
a(bu) = a(b), u E U, b E A. 
It is then easy to see that extensions of these maps by linearity to LY :ZH+ T and 
LY :ZK-+ T vanish on A( and A( respectively. 
Finally extend cy to a map (Y : G-, T by 
a(hk)=cu(h)+cu(k), hEH,kEK. 
The map ~1 is well defined and its linear extension to ZG vanishes on A(H 
Now x - 1 E A(H)A{K) and so, 0 = CY(X - 1) = IX(X) which is a contradiction. 
Hence G n (1 -t A(H = (H fl K)‘. Cl 
Bergman and Dicks [l] stated their result in the form 
G i3 (1 + ~GA(H~~GA(K)? = y,(H n K) 
when H is a normal subgroup of G and K is any subgroup of G. We use 
Proposition 2.1 to generalize this result to 
Proposition 2.2. if H and K are subgroups of a group G, then 
G f~ (1 + ZGA(H)ZGA(K)) = y2(HC 17 K) . 
Proof. Let N be the normal subgroup HG of G generated by H and let L = NK. 
Since A(N) C ZGA(H)ZG, ~GA(H)~GA(K~ = ~GA(~~A(K). By a standard 
reduction argument, 
c n (I+ ZGA(N)A(K)) = L n (1 c .ZLA(N)A(K)) . 
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But ZLA(N)A(K) = A(N)ZLA(K) = A( as L = NK and L fl(1 + 
ZLA(N)A(K)) = L fl (1 + A(N = y,(N fl K) (by Proposition 2.1). 0 
As another application of Proposition 2.1 we now prove 
Theorem 2.3. If H and K are subgroups of G, then 
G n (1 + ZGA(H)A(K)) = y,(Hk n K) , 
where HK is the subgroup of G generated by all elements k-‘hk, h E H, k E K. 
Proof. Let L be the subgroup of G generated by H and K and N = HL so that 
L = NK and N = HK. By a standard reduction, 
G fl(1-t ZGA(H)A(K)) = L fl(l + ZLA(H)A(K)). 
But A(N) C ZKA(H)ZK so that ZLA(H)A(K) = A(N The conclusion then 
follows from Proposition 2.1. 0 
3. The second theorem 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group with normal subgroups H and K such that G = HK 
and H fl K is contained in the centre i(G) of G. Then 
G n (1-t A”(G) + A(H = y,(H)y,(G) . 
Proof. Write X= G fl(1 + A3(G) + A(H) It is clear that y,(H)y,(G) c X. 
Since H f’ KY,(H) = (H n K)?,(H), it may be assumed for proving the converse 
that y,(H) = 1. This assumption, the hypothesis H fl KC l(G) and the three- 
subgroups lemma imply that y,(K) commutes with H elementwise. It follows that 
y,(G) = y3(K) so that it may be further assumed that y,(G) = 1. Thus we must 
show that X= 1. For this, replacing H by Hy,(K) if necessary, it may also be 
assumed that the central subgroup y,(K) is contained in H so that K/H n K is 
abelian. 
An application of the result of Sandling [3, Theorem VS.91 also shows that 
X C H n K. If X f 1, choose a non-identity element x in X. Let LY : H fl K+ T be 
a homomorphism for which a(x) # 0; here, as before, T is the additive group of 
rationals mod 1. As K/H n K is abelian, H2(KIH fl K, T) is of degree 11 [3, 
Theorem V.5.111, and [3, Theorem VS. l] shows that (Y may be extended to a map 
a : K-+ T whose linear extension (Y : L K+ T vanishes on A3(K). As G = HK and 
H is normal in G, 
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A3(G) + A( = A’(K) + A”(K)A(H) + A(H 
Under the left ZG-module isomorphism from A(H)ZGIA(H)A(G) to H, the 
ideal A’(K)A(H) IS mapped onto 1 and so may be omitted in the above equation. 
It follows that 
A”(C) + A(~~)A(G~ = A3(K) + A(~)A(G~ 
= A3(K) + A’(H) -t- A(H 
As H is abelian, (Y may also be extended to a homomorphism cx : H-+ T whose 
linear extension CY :ZH-+ T vanishes on A2(H). 
Lastly extend IY to a map ty : G-+ T by 
cu(hk) = c~(h) + a(k), h E H, k E K . 
It is easy to check that cy is well defined and that its linear extension LY :ZG -+ T 
vanishes on A(H We have thus shown that (Y vanishes on A”(G) + 
A(H In particular, a(+~) = CX(X - 1) = 0, a contradiction. This completes 
the proof. U 
Corollary 3.2. Let H be a normal subgroup of G such that Gly,(H)y,(G) is 
torsion free. Then G f1(1 f A3(G) -I- A(H = y,(H)y,(G). 
Proof. By factoring with y2(H)y3(G), if necessary, we may assume that H is 
abelian and G is nilpotent of class 2. We have then to prove that G n 
(1 + A”(G) + A~H~A(G~~ = 1. By standard reduction argument we may assume 
that G is finitely generated. Furthermore, H may be assumed a maximal normal 
abelian subgroup of G so that c(G) C H. Since G is torsion free nilpotent of class 
2 and H is maximal normal abelian, it follows that G/H is torsion free abelian. 
Let X1,. . . ) x,? be elements of G such that G/H= (x,H) @ . . ‘ EB (x,N). Then 
K=(x ,,..., x,,, c(G)) is a normal subgroup of G such that G = HK. Using the 
torsionfree property of G/H, it is quite easy to prove that H fl K = J(G). The 
result then follows from Theorem 3.1. E! 
Remark 3.3. Observe that the group 
is nilpotent of class 2 and S(G) = ( y2, z”). The subgroups H = (x, y2, 2’) and 
K = ( y, z) of G are normal, G = HK and N f? K = i(G) but neither H is central 
nor GIN is cyclic. 
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By an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and using [3, 
Theorem V.6.81, we can prove 
Theorem 3.4. (cf. Passi [3, Theorem V.6.91). Let G be a finite p-group of odd 
order with no~~~~ subgroups H and K such that G = HK and H tl K is contained 
in the centre of G. Then 
G i-3 (1 + A4(G) + A(H = y,(H)y,(G) . 0 
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